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	Title: Seasonal labor in agriculture - Realities, Visions, Transformations
	Text6: likely: Peco-Institut. other: Initiatives and unions dealing with land workers rights (some connections already exist) 
	Text7: In the current farmer's protest that have erupted all over Germany the working conditions of farmers and their struggles have been widely discussed and has even entered the public debate. However, the voices of seasonal farm workers, who make up 29% of the agricultural workforce, have been absent in this debate and the topic of seasonal migrant farm workers, especially in Germany, remains under-researched. The aim of this project is, thus, centering the voices of seasonal farm workers and investigating their lived realities, their wishes and hopes for better futures, and how collective action could look like. Especially in the context of food system transformation, the role of seasonal farm workers remains overlooked and when transitioning from conventional to ecological agricultural methods the question remains: What happens with the farm workers? Is a just transition for them possible (and intended) within the framework of organic agriculture? What is their relationship to nature, land, the soil? Is the agricultural knowledge they might have from their country of origin relevant in the farming context they are employed in? What is happening to the farms, ecosystems and labor geographies they leave behind while they pursue better living conditions for them and their families through better-paid wage work in central Europe? 
	Text8.1.1: There is the possibility to connect with another of Oliver Pye's courses, "Decolonizing Just Transition in the Global South" and possibly also funding through this.
	Text1.0: Oliver Pye
	Text2.0: Andreas Braun
	Text3.0.0: Rebeca Schumy Segal
	Text4.0.0: Paul Kieran Sattler
	Text5.0.0: Beatrice Spiger
	Text4.0.1: (1)2
	Text3.0.1: (1)2
	Text3.1.0: 
	Text5.0.1: (1)2
	Text1.1: FB 05
	Text8.0: Every act that a seasonal worker takes transforms the natures they work on, while at the same time operating within systems and flows of sociality, capital and politics. Seasonal migration also connects different farming ecosystems which are both transformed in the process. 
The involvement of students and supervisors engaged in differnt disciplines can and should substantiate the the project. An example could be to look at how seasonal workers look at different species compositions on different farms, how precarious work vs. other work shapes environments, or how seasonal outmigration has an impact on small-scale dominated agricultural landscapes such as those of Romania. The specific framework of how to pose and structure the project interdisciplinarily should, however, be left to the individual students to work out. 
	Text8.1.0: Methods:
- Literature Review
- Qualitative Interview: Expert Interviews & Biographic interviews (networks, mobility, social reality, also in the country of origin)
- Labour Geography
- Social Mapping

Possible Outputs:
Podcast, Guest Lectures, Zines, Infographics, (all of this in collaboration with practitioners already working in the field of advocating for seasonal farm workers) or similar
	Text9.0: not yet clear (possibly within Germany or e.g. Spain or Romania)
	Text9.1: not yet clear
	Text9.2: not yet clear
	Text9.3: not yet clear
	Text2.1: FB 11


